TENTH ANNIVERSARY
OBSERVED BY RICE THANKSGIVING DAY

Dr. John Grier Hibben, of Princeton University, Delivers the
Decennial Address

Rice Institute's tenth anniversary was observed in the Houston
college auditorium at 10:00 a.m. Thanksgiving day. John Grier
Hibben, president of the University of Pennsylvania, delivered the
address of the day.

Chairmen of the various projects of the European campaig
were urged by Dr. Hibben. "We have become," the speaker
depicted, "the result of a war, a condition derived from a
situation we were before the great struggle. France and England
over the rest of Europe a much greater. But the other
functions of Europe and France and England greater than
two countries once the United States.

"The people of Europe are in every nation struggling against
great odds. With splendid resolution and courage, they are at
sparing to build on the war's foundations. Without confidence and hope for the future. I feel that America,
"time in order to restore ship and confidence among our former
allies should cancel at least a part of this debt." Dr. Hibben cited a
number of economic reasons for the partial cancellation of the
debt.

"We must recognize it," the speaker insisted, "as the
result of the affair of business. There is one due to external
of the situation, the second to the
smallest change of the rights of others about which we
have no notion, and the third to the
affairs which we found ourselves in, within which we express our
will."

The speaker stated, "We have found ourselves in a debt
in the recent war, a debt which very few have recognized. We have
demanded of us, but a debt which we are
obliged to discharge. It is not the expression of our true
selves. It is not the reflection of our real
character as a people. It is not the result of the level of the
opportunities of the United States.

"The world during the day and hundreds of years before 1776 and
1914 to the United States, has
undergone a change that has been
seen in intellectual and economic
affairs based upon justice and the
will. It has been a change, the
affairs which we have found ourselves in, within
which we express our will. It has been a
change of character, a change of will.

"The first step was the
change of the laboratories of the
state. It was not the result of
change of the laboratories of the
state. It was not the result of
change of character, a change of will.

"Burke put his respects to the Rice
Killingsday Thanksgiving. The Rice Alumni
Magazine makes its appearance.

From the chief of the publication, which
announced the event, all the students of Rice,
from the crew, the players, and the alumni.
Mrs. Lovett, business manager;
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demonstrated a driving offensive when the two were playing as freshmen this year. Grossman and McKean; who have had varsity experience, are man stars, or Klotz and Lawrence, who have been holding down the varsity one of the guard positions; and Bodet, who will be eligible at the end of this season’s reliables; and Simpson, Hopkins, Calvert and Ray. * "You Know She Wears Them Like a New Style Kentucky!"

A Warning to the wise is sufficient! "Customer: "I’ve run out of salt for my wife."

"Consider: "No, fool, Wimmins!"

"Clerk: "Menkins!"

Shut up when he has said enough.

You Know She Wears Them Like a New Style Kentucky!"

For Xmas

For Xmas

TENNIS AND GOLF GOODS

CARD CASES

MAHLE PENCILS

ATHLETIC AND SPORTIVE GOODS

FOR XMAS

HOUSTON SPORTING GOODS COMPANY

FIRST DOOR BACK OF KRESS

1941 CAPITOL

Racquets Regrind

Felt Goods Made to Order

THE THRESHER

CAMPUS CHATTER

Whether it is your intention to give some friend a humorous or practical gift, we will be glad to help. Sutro’s Wh.

Keep your Eyes You Know She Wears Them Like a New Style Kentucky!"

SHOTWELL'S

Lounging Robes

-190 AND 1910

and later

Buying Gifts Now!

Eclipse of the sun

In the month when the sun is on the horizon, and the flowers show their richest and most abundant bloom, the magic of the winter sun will be at its height. It is a time of abundant light and warmth, of crisp air and clear skies. But it is also a time of change, as the winter sun sets lower on the horizon, and the days grow shorter.

The football team would surely surge at such a time. They would be strong and determined, with a desire to fight and win. They would be ready to take on any opponent, no matter how strong or formidable. The players would be focused on their goals, with a sense of purpose and determination.
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Whether Heflin or Kendrick will make the varsity a difficult task. It is not too dan-
You are a helpful assistant. Please provide the text you want me to read and analyze.
the city, state and nation.”

and this in itself is a symbol of the achievement.

and I didn’t recognize you.”

eyes, blonde hair and dimples?”

you ask that girl at the store to—"

of the First Presbyterian church. led by William States Jacobs, pastor and residents of Houston were present.

and a place for your college among the educational institutions of our country, we have always been ready to welcome you, and those of you who have remained, we thank you for your loyalty and enthusiasm.

—Froth.

Wifey: “On your way home will you get me a piece of cake.”

Atex: “She said ‘go right ahead!’”

Reggie: “Yes, go on.”

Sixteen chairs at the Athletic Field OPEN 11 TO 12

Lunchroom and Suppers

Refreshments

Across From the Athletic Field OPEN 11 TO 12

The world has no more use for a man without money than you have for a lantern without oil. Both are worthless when most wanted.

BURKHART’S

Islamic Pharmacy

Whitman’s Candies

HANES & EAGLE

HEINRICH’S

SWEETETTE: "What do you want me to do now, Mr. Ford?"

Ford: "Nothing. Why?”

Sweetet: "You take that piece of gum and go down to the drugstore and buy me another one.”

Ford: "You’re a funny one, Mr. Sweetet. I never had to go to that extent before.”

Sweetet: "You’re a funny one, Mr. Ford. I never had to go to that extent before.”

The world has no more use for a man without money than you have for a lantern without oil. Both are worthless when most wanted.

The Guaranty National Bank

CAPITAL $200,000.00

Hermann Building
206 Main Street

Houston, Texas

Heinrich’s Pharmacy

Whitman’s Candies

FANNIN & EAGLE

HANEY 44

Sports Goods and Anglers’ Supplies

Quality Guaranteed at

the Right Price

Rice Brothers
1520 Travis Street

Texas Sporting Goods Co., Inc.

520 Travis Street

Surplus

$500,000.00

Deposits

$32,000,000.00

Sweeney’s for Gifts

With the Holiday Season in very nearness the thoughts of each student turn toward GIFTS and when you think of GIFTS, you naturally realize that Sweeney’s is the logical place to buy.

She’ll be happy with any of a hundred other articles that are here awaiting your choice, from clothes to books, from stationery to garden tools. You will find the prices right, the service good and the reputation of Sweeney’s for quality well deserved.

The Coconut of Excellence
Carter Building Cigar & Candy Store

PAGE & SHAW

PHONE PERRISON 131

Ford Brothers & Son, grocers

To order your Christmas
Food, call Ford Brothers
At the price of 1 cent a pound
For One or Few Pounds

The Store for Books

PILLOT’S

1014 Texas Avenue

39.95

(15 cents from Main Street)

The First National Bank
of Houston

HOUSTON, TEXAS

CAPITAL...........$2,000,000.00

SURPLUS...........$500,000.00

DEPOSITS.........$32,000,000.00

The Rice Hotel

BARBER SHOP

Convenience

Sanitary

Efficient

It is a pleasure to serve Rice Students.

Sixteen chairs at your service all the time

The Rice Hotel

BARBER SHOP

BARNES’ RICE HOTEL

The Rice: "Oh my, don’t you care whom I talk to today, anyway?"

Floyd: "Why, why, what have you been doing?"

The Rice: "I don’t know."

Floyd: "Don’t you dare leave me deserting you, don’t you, don’t you?"

The Rice: "I can’t help it, it is too bad.

--- Nothing to do, Mr. Sweeney."

Sweeney: "Do you have any work for me to do?"

The Rice: "No, I don’t."

Sweeney: "Why not?"

The Rice: "You don’t want me, I have no time to talk to you.

--- President of Michigan State University.

---"Mr. Supporters and still sitting in the business and the room.

--- President expressed his appreciation of the "Iowa Times" in the first quarter and moved the ball to the 17 yard line. Swartz intercepted a pass from Swartz and returned it to the 25 yard line where Sweeney kicked a field goal.

--- Second Quarter

Rice held and Arizona punted 10 yds. to Arizona’s 30 yard line. Arizona’s defense forced a punt which was blocked by their own man.

--- Third Quarter

Rice held and Arizona punted 40 yds. to Arizona’s 20 yard line. Arizona’s defense forced a punt which was blocked by their own man.

--- Fourth Quarter

Rice held and Arizona punted 40 yds. to Arizona’s 20 yard line. Arizona’s defense forced a punt which was blocked by their own man.

--- The game ended with the half on Art-
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--- With the Holiday Season in very nearness the thoughts of each student turn toward GIFTS and when you think of GIFTS, you naturally realize that Sweeney’s is the logical place to buy.

--- She’ll be happy with any of a hundred other articles that are here awaiting your choice, from clothes to books, from stationery to garden tools. You will find the prices right, the service good and the reputation of Sweeney’s for quality well deserved.
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--- We Know How!
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